## Advanced Topics in Dreamweaver CS5: Dynamic Database Connections

### Overview
- Creating Dynamic Web Pages
- Understanding Databases
- Understanding ColdFusion
- Creating a Dynamic Web Site

### Setting Up the HTML Page
- Overview
- Examining the Database File

### Creating a Connection to the Database
- Creating the HTML Table to Hold the Results

### Adding the Recordset
- Setting Up the Query
- Setting a Repeat Region
- Adding a Recordset Navigation Bar

### Exercise 1
- Adding Records to Your Database
  - Creating the Form
  - Adding the Server Code

### Adding Columns in Tables and Formatting Numbers
- Adding Columns
- Formatting Numbers

### Exercise 2
- Deleting Records
  - Building the Search Page
  - Creating the Results Page
  - Creating the Delete Page
  - Creating the Delete Confirmation Page

### Building a Master Detail Page Set
- Creating the Master Page

### Updating Records
- Creating the Update Page
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